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JOIN THE MAYA
REVOLUTION



After 40 years of corn head manufacturing and engineering, MAYA
remains committed to producing the highest quality corn head on the market.
Our focus is to revolutionize corn harvesting by keeping more corn in the
tank and providing our customers with more money in the bank. We offer 
farmers a wide range of options to meet his or her specific needs.

Why are farmers
choosing MAYA?



We specialize in the
manufacturing of corn and
sunflower headers backed
by a 3 Year Warranty

It’s tough, durable and easy to maintain



Maya corn heads

Available in folding frame versions
from 8,12&16 Rows Folding Option.

Minimal maintenance
and logical design

Configurable and versatile.

Distance between rows: to 20’’-38’’ inches.

Poly bonnets and snoots
 with a unique tip

Hydraulic
folding system

12 row folding



Tough and reliable

Chopping Option

Safety

Great performance: a tough and reliable 
machine with high harvesting capacity that 
ensures excellent chopping quality under all 
conditions.

Chopping can easily be disengaged (show 
picture of the Lynch pin and lever with an 
illustration arrow showing move lever one 
way is on other way is off)

Chopping option can be turned on
and off with a switch for each row.

Slip clutches on each row unit and auger to 
minimize damage in the event of an 
obstruction.

Knife Rollers
Each roller has 6 blades made with
high quality steel with tungsten
carbide-coated cutting edges

Capable of harvesting at a 
high speed through all corn 
conditions



16 row folding





ACCESSORIES

For situations of down or 
broken over corn

Perfect for harvesting 
corn that has fallen flat 
due to wind

Optional Headsight Auto 
Level & Steering Guidance

Stalk stompers can be 
added to any number of 
rows

Hydraulic deck plates allow 
for adjustments on the go 
from the cab

Side Chain for 
harvesting down corn

Central Chain for 
harvesting down corn

Auto Height
Control System

Stalk
Stompers

Hydraulic
deck plates

MAYA offers three different down corn options that can be easily 
added to an existing head.  No matter why your corn is down, MAYA 
has a solution that will fit your need.”  



Industry-leading
3 Year Warranty:

3Años Years
GA

RAN
TÍA

We guarantee customers
will be impressed with
MAYA’s quality parts
and equipment



Why should I choose Maya?

For its proven low maintenance
For consistence innovation and evolution of products
Easy to operate and adjust
3 Year Warranty with unlimited acres
Owned by farmers and operated by Farmers



OUR HEADS
IMPROVE PERFORMANCE
EACH SEASON
The farmers say so


